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Surface triple junctions (STJs), i.e., the termination lines of grain boundaries at solid surface, are the
common line defects in polycrystalline materials. Compared with planar defects such as grain boundaries
and surfaces, STJ lines are usually overlooked in a material’s strengthening although abundant atoms may
reside at STJs in many nanomaterials. In this study, by in situ compression of coarse-grained and
nanocrystalline nanoporous gold samples in an electrochemical environment, the effect of STJs on the
strength of nanoporous gold was successfully decoupled from grain-boundary and surface effects. We
found that the strength of nanoporous gold became sensitive to STJ modification when ligament size was
decreased to below ∼100 nm, indicating that STJs started to influence ligament strength at sub-100 nm
scale. This STJ effect was associated with the emission of dislocations from STJs during plastic
deformation. Our findings strongly suggest that the structure and chemistry at STJs should be considered
in understanding the mechanical response of sub-100 nm scale materials.
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Nanoscale materials are widely used in modern tech-
nologies such as microelectronics, batteries, chemical, and
electrochemical devices. Many nanomaterials (e.g., thin
films, nanowires, nanoporous materials) are polycrystals
with a large fraction of atoms residing at surfaces, grain
boundaries, and the termination lines of grain boundaries at
surface [i.e., surface triple junctions (STJs)] [1]. The
strength of these materials, which is critical to many
applications, has been extensively studied with focus on
sample-size and grain-size effects, in other words, the
effects of surfaces and grain boundaries on plastic defor-
mation [2–5]. However, the effects of STJs and STJ
modifications on strength were largely overlooked previ-
ously, although dislocation nucleations at STJs have been
reported in some previous studies [5,6]. STJs were often
linked to grain growth [7–9], surface roughening [8,10],
and catalysis [11], but not the material strength. The STJ
effect may (or may not) have contributed to the hardness
measured on individual STJs [12], and the strengths
of polycrystalline thin films [2] or other nanoscale solids
[3–5] containing high-density STJs. But it is extremely
difficult to decouple the STJ effect, if there is any, from
grain-boundary and surface effects. The main challenge
comes from the fact that the quantities of STJs and abutting
planar defects (grain boundaries and surfaces) do not vary
independently.
In this study, we decoupled STJ effect from surface and

grain-boundary effects by in situ compression of nano-
porous gold (NPG) in an electrochemical environment.
Each NPG is a macroscopic assembly of a huge number of

gold nanoligaments. For example, in NPG with ligament
size of 100 nm, there are ∼1012 ligaments in a 1 mm3 cubic
sample. The strength of such a sample then reflects the
mean strength of 1012 nanoligaments with controlled
defects, as expressed by Gibson-Ashby scaling laws
[13]. On one hand, surface effect can be separated from
the combined STJ and grain-boundary effects by compar-
ing the mechanical responses of two types of NPGs:
nanocrystalline NPG (NC-NPG) containing large quantities
of surfaces, grain boundaries, and STJs, and coarse-grained
NPG (CG-NPG) with large surface area but very few
grain boundaries and STJs. On the other hand, the grain-
boundary effect can be separated from the combined
surface and STJ effects by monitoring the variation of
material’s strength in response to electrochemical modifi-
cations, because grain boundaries buried in gold ligaments
are inert to electrochemistry. With these approaches com-
bined, we uncovered that STJ effect became pronounced in
NPGs with ligament size below ∼100 nm. This critical size
is 2 orders of magnitude larger than the previous prediction
of ∼3 nm, below which the fraction of atoms at triple
junctions exceeds that at grain boundaries in nanocrystal-
line solids [14].
NC-NPG was fabricated by dealloying [15,16] or

selectively dissolving Al from an Al2Au compound
(see Supplemental Material [17]). Transmission electron
microscopy [(TEM), see Fig. 1(a)] and a precession
electron diffraction (PED) orientation map [Fig. 1(b)] show
that grain size is on the same order of ligament diameter in
this material. As a reference sample, CG-NPG dealloyed
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from Ag75Au25 [18] exhibits similar morphology and
ligament size [∼45 nm; see Fig. 1(d)], but several orders
of magnitude larger grain sizes [102–103 μm, Fig. 1(e)]
compared with NC-NPG. NP structure can be coarsened by
annealing, during which the large grain size of CG-NPG
was conserved (Fig. S1 [17]), while the grain size and
ligament size remained equivalent for NC-NPG (Figs. S2–
S3 [17]). Most grain boundaries intersect with surfaces,
forming high-population STJs in NC-NPG. As illustrated
in Figs. 1(c) and 1(f), grain boundaries and STJs are few in

CG-NPG, but abundant in NC-NPG, while both NPGs
exhibit large surface area. For clarity, in this Letter, STJ is
not considered as a part of a surface, and the surface refers
to a STJ-free surface if not mentioned otherwise.
Millimeter-sized NPG was compressed in situ while all

pores were infiltrated with electrolytes [see Fig. 2(a)] and
the surface (including STJs) was modified by applying a
potential [18]. This allows for quantifying the effect of
electrochemical modification on NPG’s strength while
the characteristic size and geometry structure remain
unchanged. Figure 2(b) shows that the shape of cyclic
voltammogram (CV) curves of NC- and CG-NPGs are very
similar, indicating the surface structure and surface electro-
chemical processes are almost identical in both NPGs (see
also Fig. S4 [17]). Furthermore, anodic peaks correspond-
ing to f111g and f001g facets [26] were not evident in CVs
shown in Fig. 2(b), indicating that surface faceting is not
severe for both NC- and CG-NPGs. This study focused on
two states: at 1.53 V, the Au surface was covered with
oxygen adsorbate or monolayer oxide [27]; at 1.13 V,
monolayer oxide was lifted to obtain a relatively clean
surface. The STJ state is identical to the surface state
throughout this Letter. In the following, CLN and ORD
stand for the clean and oxidized states, respectively.
For both CG-NPG [Fig. 2(c)] and NC-NPG [Fig. 2(d)],

at a compression strain of 0.10, flow stresses increased
abruptly as applied potential increased from 1.13 to 1.53 V,
while the surface changed from clean to the oxidized state.
This agrees with previous reports on CG-NPG [18,28,29]

(a) (b) (c)

(d) (e) (f)

FIG. 1. NPG with high-population STJs. (a) TEM image and an
inset selected area electron diffraction (SAED) pattern, (b) PED
orientation map, and (c) a schematic illustration of NC-NPG
structure. (d) TEM image and an inset SAED pattern, (e) EBSD
orientation map, and (f) a schematic illustration of the structure of
CG-NPG. Grain boundary (GB).

FIG. 2. In situ compression of NPG in an electrochemical environment. (a) Schematic illustration of an electrochemical cell for in situ
compression. Working electrode (WE). Reference electrode (RE). Counter electrode (CE). (b) Cyclic voltammogram of CG-NPG and
NC-NPG in 1 M HClO4 at 5 mV=s. Compressive engineering stress-strain curves of (c) a typical CG-NPG (L ¼ 32 nm) and (d) a
typical NC-NPG (L ¼ 43 nm) measured in situ under electrochemical control, with potential jumping from 1.13 to 1.53 Vat a strain of
approximately 0.10. The strain rate is 10−4 s−1. (e) Monolayer oxide induced increase in flow stress, Δσ=σCLN, plotted as a function of
ligament size L, for CG-NPG, NC-NPG1 dealloyed from Al2Au, and NC-NPG2 obtained by compressing CG-NPG to a strain of 0.55
(see more details in Figs. S3 and S5 [17]). Grain size (D). Some data of CG-NPG are adapted from Refs. [18,28]. Inset table shows major
defects and their sensitivity to electrochemical modifications (on/off: sensitive; off: insensitive; –: this defect is very few or does
not exist).
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and the surfactant-induced strengthening recently reported
in other nanoscale single crystals [30,31].
The strength or flow stress of a porous material σ is

proportional to the strength of its solid ligaments σlig, by
σ ¼ fðφ; gÞσlig, where fðφ; gÞ is a scaling parameter
controlled by relative density φ and topology parameter
such as the scaled genus density g [19,32–34]. At the point
of potential jumping, when the surface was switched from a
clean to oxidized state, the geometrical structure of NPG
and thus fðφ; gÞ remained unchanged. Then, fðφ; gÞ is
canceled out in the expression of relative change in flow
stress:

Δσ=σCLN ¼ Δσlig=σCLNlig ; ð1Þ

where the superscripts CLN and ORD represent clean (at
1.13 V) and oxidized (at 1.53 V) surface states, respec-
tively. Here, Δσ ¼ σORD − σCLN and Δσlig ¼ σORDlig − σCLNlig

are oxidation-induced net changes in the flow stress of
NPG [see Figs. 2(c)–2(d)] and nanoligaments, respectively.
Within the scope of this study, Δσ=σCLN is insensitive to
NPG’s aspect ratio (Fig. S6 [17]), relative density (Fig. S7
[17]), and topology structure, and reflects the proportional
increase of the ligament’s strength (Δσlig=σCLNlig ) induced by
monolayer-oxide coverage.
As summarized in Fig. 2(e), for CG-NPG, Δσ=σCLN

increases from near zero to 0.27 when ligament diameter L
decreases from few μm to approximately 100 nm, then
saturates at 0.27 as L decreases further. The Δσ=σCLN
values of NC-NPG coincide with that of similar ligament-
sized CG-NPG for L > 100 nm, but significantly deviate
from and exceed that of CG-NPG at L < 100 nm. For
NC-NPG, Δσ=σCLN increases monotonically (to 1.10 at
L ¼ 18 nm) with decreasing L and does not saturate in the
tested size range.
NC-NPGs were prepared by two different routes: NC-

NPG1 was dealloyed from Al2Au; NC-NPG2 was obtained
by compressing CG-NPG to a large strain of 0.55, where
the grain size was refined to the same scale of ligament size
(see Fig. S3 [17]). As shown in Fig. 2(e), the data of NC-
NPG1 and NC-NPG2 are consistent with each other. This
rules out residual Al (<2 at.%) in NC-NPG1, pre-existing
dislocations in NC-NPG2, and other difference in structural
features (such as surface tortuosity) arising from different
precursor alloys and synthesis methods, as the major cause
of their large Δσ=σCLN values displayed in Fig. 2(e).
The size-insensitiveΔσ=σCLN observed in CG-NPGwith

L < ∼100 nm can be attributed to a surface-controlled
deformation mode (surface dislocation nucleation) in Au
nanoligaments [28], which has been widely observed in
sub-100 nm FCC single crystals [35–37]. For ∼100 nm
<L < ∼1 μm, the decrease of Δσ=σCLN with increasing L
is associated with the increasing contribution of “bulklike”
collective dislocation dynamics (dislocation interactions

and multiplications) in larger ligaments. Such bulklike
plasticity is insensitive to surface modifications, and thus
reduces Δσ=σCLN if it contributes more to deformation.
Eventually, surface effect vanishes while bulklike behavior
becomes dominant, and in consequence, Δσ=σCLN dimi-
nishes to near zero as L increases to the μm scale.
Unlike CG-NPG, NC-NPG contains high-density grain

boundaries and STJs. Because grain boundaries are buried
within the bulk, grain-boundary-mediated plasticity (e.g.,
dislocation nucleation from grain boundaries or other grain-
boundary dislocation interactions) is insensitive to electro-
chemical modifications, similar to the bulklike deformation
involved in the deformation of CG-NPG with L > 100 nm.
The grain-boundary dominated plasticity would decrease
Δσ=σCLN, which contradicts the larger Δσ=σCLN values
observed in NC-NPG with L < 100 nm (compared with
CG-NPG). The deformation of NC-NPG is unlikely con-
trolled by grain-boundary-mediated processes.
The only defect that is abundant in NC-NPG but few in

CG-NPG, and can be electrochemically modified (see inset
table in Fig. 2(e)) is STJ, which might account for the large
Δσ=σCLN of NC-NPG with L < 100 nm. It is reasonable
to assume that the plastic deformation of NPG with
L < 100 nm is controlled by dislocation nucleations at
surface or STJs. The stresses for dislocation nucleation
σnucl increases by Δσnucl (net change) or δ ¼ Δσnucl=σnucl
(relative change) after monolayer oxidation. For dislocation
nucleation at surfaces and STJs, δ values are δSurf and δSTJ,
respectively. In CG-NPG with L < 100 nm, dislocations
mostly nucleate from the surface (Surf); thus δSurf ¼
Δσ=σCLN or δSurf ¼ 27%. In NC-NPG with L < 100 nm,
for simplicity, we assume that the probabilities of disloca-
tion nucleations at surface and STJs are proportional to
their fractions of atoms and insensitive to surface state. An
alternative to this assumption is that the mean strength of
ligaments in NC-NPG is a weighted average value of the
strengths of STJ-free and STJ-dominated ligament seg-
ments. Then we obtain

Δσ=σCLN ¼ δSurf þ ðδSTJ − δSurfÞξ=L: ð2Þ

Here, ξ is thewidth and ξ=L (0 < ξ=L < 1) is the fraction
of STJ-affected region on total surface (including STJs), on
assumption of equivalent grain and ligament sizes. As
shown in Fig. 2(e), the data of NC-NPG (L < 100 nm)
can be fitted very well using this expression—note that this
analysis does not consider bulklike plasticity that is respon-
sible for the diminishing Δσ=σCLN at L > 100 nm for
both type of NPGs. In this scenario, Δσ=σCLN of NC-
NPGwould saturate at δSTJ when L becomes smaller than ξ,
where the deformation is fully controlled by STJ-initiated
dislocation nucleations. The fitting of NC-NPG data gives
ξðδSTJ − 0.27Þ ¼ 14 nm, hinting that Δσ=σCLN may satu-
rate at sub-10 nm scale (depending on δSTJ value).
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The deformation kinetics is also different in CG-
and NC-NPGs, as shown in Fig. 3. Strain-rate jump tests
[Fig. 3(a)] were conducted to measure strain-rate sensitiv-
ity, m ¼ d lnðσÞ=d lnð_εÞ, where σ and _ε are the flow
stress of NPG and strain rate, respectively. The activation
volume [36] for deformation is then derived as
V� ¼ ffiffiffi

3
p

kBT=ðσligmÞ, where kB is the Boltzmann constant,
T the absolute temperature, and σlig the corrected strength
(Fig. S8 [17]) of nanoligaments [19].
As shown in Figs. 3(b)–3(c), for CG-NPG (L ¼ 45 nm)

with a clean surface, m ¼ 0.02 and V� ¼ 10.6� 2.6 b3,
where b is the magnitude of the full FCC Burgers vector.
This V� value agrees well with the data (10 b3) reported for
dislocation nucleation at atomically smooth surfaces [36].
Both parameters (m, V�) of CG-NPG change little
after oxidation, implying that the kinetics of surface
dislocation nucleation is insensitive to electrochemical
modification.
For NC-NPG (with L ¼ 45 nm), m (∼0.08) is larger and

V� (2.9� 0.7 b3) is smaller than those of CG-NPG.
Furthermore, m decreases to 0.03 and V� increases to
5.6� 1.0 b3 after oxidation. This confirms again the
essential roles of STJs played in NC-NPG deformation,
because m and V� are insensitive to monolayer oxidation
for both surface-mediated (as in CG-NPG) and grain-
boundary-mediated deformation.
The increase of V� of NC-NPG after monolayer oxida-

tion implies that either (i) the V� for dislocation nucleation
at STJs has increased, similar to that at the corners of gold
nanowires after thick-oxide coating [38], or (ii) V� values
for dislocation nucleation at each site remained unchanged
but the fraction of dislocation-nucleation events at STJ-free
surfaces (with larger V�) has increased. The two mecha-
nisms may be distinguished in the future by examining
NC-NPG with sufficiently small L, where the deformation
is fully controlled by dislocation nucleation at STJs. Such
experiment would uncover the width of the STJ-affected
region (ξ value), and clarify whether the dislocation
nucleation at STJs is a diffusion-mediated process similar
to that observed at corner sites (V� ¼ 0.13 b3) of Pd

nanowires [39,40], and eventually whether the material
is weakened by STJs at nanometer scale (see Fig. S8 [17]).
The traces of dislocation nucleations were indeed

observed in compressed NC-NPG, as shown in Fig. 4.
These are stacking faults generated by the nucleation
and passing of leading partial dislocations. Most likely,
Figs. 4(a)–4(b) show the traces of dislocation nucleation at
STJs rather than at grain boundaries. As discussed earlier, if
the deformation of NC-NPG was dominated by the dis-
location nucleation at grain boundaries, the Δσ=σCLN of
NC-NPG would be smaller than that of CG-NPG, which
contradicts our observation. Figure 4(c) shows the traces of
surface dislocation nucleation in deformed NC-NPG,
which has also been observed in CG-NPGs. These results
support the scenario that dislocation nucleations at STJs
and surfaces are competing mechanisms dominating the
plastic deformation of sub-100 nm scale crystals.
Although grain boundaries are buried in bulk and

insensitive to electrochemical modification, a specific type
of grain-boundary-mediated deformation, i.e., grain boun-
dary sliding, could also create new surface and may be

(a) (b) (c)

FIG. 4. Traces of dislocation nucleation in NC-NPG. HR-TEM
images showing stacking faults (indicated by yellow lines)
bounded by (a-b) a grain boundary or surface triple junction
and (c) the surface. The other ends of stacking faults terminate in
Shockley partial dislocations. Ligament size is approximately
45 nm. Compression strain is approximately 0.10. Most of these
stacking faults were eventually removed by trailing partials to
form full dislocations, as frequently seen in the deformed
structures of CG- and NC-NPGs (L ¼ 45 nm) with different
surface states (Figs. S9–S12 [17]).

FIG. 3. Strain-rate sensitivity and activation volume. (a) Typical engineering stress-strain curves of NPG under compression obtained
by strain-rate jump tests (NC-NPG with clean surface). (b) Strain-rate sensitivity m and (c) activation volume for CG- and NC-NPG
samples with similar ligament sizes (∼45 nm) but different surface states.
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affected by electrochemical modifications, particularly in
nanoscale ligaments. However, TEM examinations did not
provide conclusive evidence for grain boundary sliding in
the deformation of NC-NPGs (see Fig. 4 and Figs. S11–
S12). This indicates insignificant (if not zero) contribution
of grain boundary sliding to the plastic deformation of
NC-NPGs and thus the STJ effect observed in this study.
Nevertheless, grain boundary sliding has been observed in
other nanoscale metals under certain loading conditions
[41]. Whether and how grain boundary sliding contributes
to STJ effect deserve more in-depth study in future,
particularly in sub-10 nm scale polycrystalline solids.
This study reveals that STJs are not simply geometrical

intersection lines shared by surfaces and grain boundaries.
Instead, STJs can contribute to the strength of nanoscale
materials. The STJ effect is different from and even prevail
over surface and grain-boundary effects when sample and
grain sizes enter sub-100 nm region. We anticipate that STJ
modification or STJ engineering, and triple-junction engi-
neering in a more general sense, will be explored to tailor
the mechanical properties of nanomaterials for many
applications. Our findings might also shed new light on
the understanding of STJ-initiated failures, such as the
stress corrosion cracking [42,43] of engineering alloys.
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